CHANGE YOUR SPIKES

THERE'S A REASON WHY TOUR PLAYERS WEAR SPIKES.
PERFORMANCE. CHANGE YOUR SPIKES EVERY 15 ROUNDS
FOR IMPROVED DISTANCE, CONTROL, AND ACCURACY

TOUR FLEX PRO TEST RESULTS // OVER 110 MPH SWING SPEED SAW:

TOTAL DISTANCE INCREASED BY 5+ YARDS
CONSISTENCY (DISTANCE) INCREASED 46%
OVERALL DISPERSION TIGHTENED 60%

SPIKE REPLACEMENT GUIDE

Find your shoe brand and match your shoe's spike receptacle. Then choose any Softspikes or Champ spike package that fits that Insert System. Applies to shoes made after 2020*

Use Fast Twist 3.0 if your receptacle looks like this:

Use PINS if your receptacle looks like this:

*PCT II Spiked, Evolve Tour II Spiked